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A NOTE ON REFINING EIGENELEMENTS OF SYMMETRIC MATRICES (‘) 
Mario AHUES (‘) 
Abstract 
By means of a Fixed Slope Inexact Newton Method we define an Iterative Refinement 
Process for approximating eigenvalues and eigenvectors of real symmetric matrices. 
1. Theoretical Aspects. 
Let AE R”“” be a symmetric matrix and i an apptoximation of a multiple eigen- 
value X with assocjated g;dimensional eigenspace E. Let 4 E RXnxp be an approximated 
basis of E. Both X and 4 may be obtained, for instanc_e, by a certain number of iter- 
ations (rotations) of the Jacobi Method. We suppose 4 is an orthonormal basis, that 
is, JT$ = I, where Iu is the g x g identity matrix. If there exists a basis 4 of E such 
that pc5 = 1, (and this is the case when the maximal canonical angle between E and 
span(&), the linear subspace spanned by 4, is less than 7r/2) then 
AC#J - @ A$J = 0 (the n x g null matrix). 
We define the nonlinear operator F : Rnxa -+ WXo 
XH F(X) = AX-XJ*AX 
whose derivative is given by 
F’(X)U = (I,, - X$‘)AU - Ucj=AX vx,u E IRnxo. 
Let us define 
p = $4’ and T = (I,, - @)A - iI,, 
Formally, if F’(X) is repalced by T, we get this Fixed Slope Inexact Newton Method: 
4% = 4, &+1 = & - T-‘F(q5,) Vk 2 0. 
Equivalently, & + 1 may be defined as a solution of 
T&+ 1 = (4k - d)ok - bk 
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where Bk = JTAqbk. 
Let P be the eigenprojection onto E and let us define the matrices 
S = (I,, - P)A - XI, E R”‘” and &pA&RuXu. 
We state without proof some elementary properties. 
Lemma. 
i) F is the orthogonal projection onto span(J). 
ii) S is nonsingular and 
IISIIZ’ = BE#t?i$,(~, IcL - xI 
iii) The following inequality holds 
Ile” - ~4112 I Ii - XI + IlAllz Iii - 4112 
iv) F’(4) is nonsingular. 
Convergence Theorem. 
If (i,i) is sufficiently close to (X,4) then the sequence (&~~)~e~ converges linearly 
towards 4. 
Proof. 
Since IIS - Tlla 5 llA~~2~~P - jlj2 + Ii - XI, we conclude that, for (i,$) sufficiently 
close to (X,4), IIS - Tllz < ~~S-‘~~;’ and hence T is nonsingular. Moreover, this shows 
that there exists a constant (Y > 0, independent of (i,i), such that (Y < /IT-l II;‘. For 
(i, 4) and p > 0 such that 
we have that 
IIT - F’(X)112 5 2lI412IIX - 4112 + 3~~A~~2~~i - 412 + Ii - X/ 
so that JJX - 4112 < p implies IIT - F’(X)II, < (1 + 511Al12)p < (Y and 
f/G SUP IIT - 3”(X)II2 5 a < IIT-’ II; ‘9 
XEO,(d) 
n,,(d) being the open ball centered at 4 and with radius p. Then, 
4 k+, -qS= -T-l 
J 
hh(t)) - T)(h - d)dt 
0 
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where 4k (t) = 4 + t(h - 4) o<t<1. 
Hence, 
lldk - 4lla < yllT- l II1 ll4k - dlla Vk 2 0 
with 0 < v]]T-’ Jla < 1, so that linear convergence holds. n 
Corollary. The sequence of real numbers defined by Xk = btr(0,) Vk 2 0 converges 
towards X as & does it towards 4. 
Proof. &r A4 = XI,. n 
2. Computational Aspects. 
We suggest here a computational implementation of the theoretical algorithm, based 
upon the Jacobi Method. Given e > 0 (which may be, for instance, the roundoff unit in 
simple precision) let Qc be the accumulated Jacobi rotations such that 
where D, = diag(X1 (e), X,(e), . . . . X,, (c)) and 0, is the off-diagonal part of fi,, and has 
elements with absolute value bounded by e from above. D, is what we may call an 
e-almost-diagonal matrix and it will take the place of A in the practical implementation 
of the algorithm. If E, is the exact g-dimensional eigenspace of B,, to be approximated 
then 4, the starting basis, will be an ordered set of canonical vectors (those who are exact 
eigenvectors of DC) and P will be obtained from an identity matrix by means of changing 
some l’s by 0 (n - g of them). Moreover, convergence properties remain unchanged if 
the operator T is replaced by the simpler one f = (I,, - p)D, - iI,, with i taken as 
the arithmetic mean of the g diagonal elements of D, that approximate the desired exact 
eigenvalue X of A, in order to have analyticity in some neighborhood of c = 0. In this way 
the algorithm will provide an accurate (for instance, double precision) basis for E, and, 
in order to come back to the eigenspace E of A, only a left product by the orthogonal 
matrix Qe is needed. 
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